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The app universe is changing rapidly with the adoption of iOS 14.5 and above. With
Apple’s ATT framework rollout, app marketers are losing access to unique user identifiers
across platforms. Predictive analytics can help marketers navigate this new environment,

offering a way to predict user LTV, user churn potential, and help keep users within a
company’s app ecosystem.



How has Apple’s ATT Framework changed the world of app user
engagement?

By shifting ad tracking to an opt-in framework rather than opt-out, app marketers are
collecting fewer and fewer IDFAs from their app users. As of September 2021, the
adoption rate of iOS 14.6 was around 72%, with an opt-in rate of 35%.

What the future holds for performance marketing is still unknown. Because app
marketers are unable to serve personalized ads to as many iOS users as before, it is
becoming more and more difficult to engage high value users and prevent user churn. In
a previous article, we offered a number of recommendations for app marketers looking
for solutions to reduce the effects of Apple’s new ATT framework. Now, we’d like to do a
deep dive into a solution we think could be extremely effective: predictive analytics for
user LTV, churn prediction and cross-promotion.

What is predictive analytics?

The idea behind predictive analytics is to leverage user data and algorithms to gain better
insights about user behavior. This information allows marketers to increase revenue while
conserving budget, serving ads to only the most valuable and relevant users. Creating
prediction-based audiences allows marketers to adapt advertising strategies to user
potential.

The future of performance marketing as a whole depends on marketers’ ability to predict
future user behavior and get even more granular with their user data. Apps are currently
facing problems from UA to the end of the user journey. Predictive analytics has the
potential to mitigate the negative effects of Apple’s ATT framework, and allow marketers
to continue offering their app users a more relevant app experience. Using IDFVs, historic
data and other contextual user identifiers, predictive analytics can:

● Predict user LTV and identify high value users right after install
● Anticipate churn likelihood for high value users
● Redirect high value users to a different app in your portfolio at the end of the user

journey

Predictive analytics tools to address these post-IDFA pain points rely on a combination of
contextual information, IDFVs, and historic data to make up for the lack of IDFAs available
within a cohort.
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LTV and high-value user prediction

One way to deploy predictive analytics strategies for retargeting is to develop models that
predict user LTV and can detect high-value new installers.

Instead of managing aggregate data, the entire app audience is analyzed using IDFVs or
any other user identifier to find app users with high LTV potential. Taking this a step
further, marketers can analyze the users in the cohort to determine which have the
highest LTV potential. A machine learning algorithm detects outliers (users who do not
conform to the typical pattern of user conversions and are likely to convert more) among
the cohort and identifies them as extremely high LTV users. Using this data, app
marketers can build special retention programs for high value users using retargeting (if
IDFAs are available), or a CRM. On the other hand, if user LTV has been predicted as low
with no IAP, marketers can choose to serve a high volume of ads and monetize the user
this way
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Predict and prevent user churn

The second way that app marketers can use predictive analytics to improve retargeting
outcomes post-iOS 14.6 and above is by running churn prediction models. These models
are designed to estimate

1. the likelihood that a user will never come back to the app
2. the number of times a user is likely to reopen an app over a defined window of

time. While we default that window to 2 weeks, it can be adjusted to the specific
needs of any app.

As with LTV prediction, predictions are made at the user level to assign a churn probability
and return-to-app count to each user in the cohort. App marketers can use this
information to encourage users to continue engaging with the app until they reach a point
in the user journey where they are likely to churn.

What matters most with churn probability is not necessarily the point estimates but the
relative ranking of users. You want to know who is the most at risk of churning. For such
goals a great data science metric is ROC AuC (receiver operating characteristic area
under the curve). The name is a mouthful, but in a nutshell, it summarizes a tradeoff,
maximizing True Positives while keeping False Positives low. More tangibly, ROC AuC is
equivalent to the probability that two randomly selected samples (in our case, users) are
correctly ranked. Our churn model's high ROC AuC gives us confidence we can help app
marketers target the right users in time.
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Redirect high value users to another app in your portfolio

Once the churn model flags specific high value users, deeming them at-risk of leaving the
app, cross-promotion can be activated. As we discussed in our programmatic
advertising guide, real-time bidding relies on the buying and selling of inventory to serve
impressions to mobile app users. This inventory can be used by app marketers for
cross-promotion, offering them an opportunity to show an ad for another app within their
portfolio instead of selling it to another publisher to show an ad by a different app
publisher. If a user has high LTV, it may be worth showing them an ad from an app within
the same portfolio rather than risk showing an ad that may direct them to the
competition. Unsold inventory can also be used for cross-promotion at no media cost to
the app marketer. In both cases, cross-promotion can help alleviate the risk of high-value
users churning.

The cross-promotion model detects affinity between users and apps within an app
publisher’s portfolio. First, it analyzes the user profile in order to determine a variety of
different contextual factors such as intensity of interactions with other apps. Then, the
algorithm determines which app within the publisher’s portfolio this user would be most
likely to enjoy. The app marketer can then serve personalized ads to this user, and
attempt to engage them with a new app to prevent them from churning. This can recreate
an environment for user-level acquisition campaigns that have become hampered by
Apple’s ATT framework, as long as the audience of the app portfolio is sufficiently large.
Here, we’re only scratching the surface of what cross-promotion can do for app
marketers, so stay tuned for more content about how it can keep valuable app users
within your app ecosystem.

The best way to implement predictive analytics

In our estimation, predictive cross-promotion is the best way to take advantage of
predictive analytics to maintain an active user base in the wake of Apple’s ATT
framework. If the audience size is large enough across the entire app publisher’s
portfolio, algorithms for churn prediction and user LTV can all be incorporated into one
comprehensive cross-promotion stack to keep your audience active and engaged.
Cross-promotion bidding allows app publishers to serve creatives in their own inventory,
and for their own titles. There’s plenty more to say about how all of these elements work
together to create a sophisticated cross-promotion engine. As always, we’ll have some
exciting news to share in the coming weeks about how publishers can harness the power
of predictive technology to continue driving revenue and increasing user retention.
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